Combined rehabilitation with scalp cluster acupuncture and constraint-induced movement therapy significantly improved functional recovery in patients with acute ischemic stroke
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Abstract: Background and purpose: Scalp cluster acupuncture and constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) have been shown to improve functional recovery in patients with acute stroke. However, stroke rehabilitation usually requires a multidisciplinary care which combing different therapeutic approaches. The combined effects of scalp cluster acupuncture and CIMT were unknown. Methods: A prospective randomized clinical trial was performed to compare the functional recovery in acute ischemic stroke patients received either combined therapy of scalp cluster acupuncture and CIMT (experimental group) or body acupuncture and traditional rehabilitation therapy (control group). Patients with first time unilateral cerebral infarction in internal carotid artery system, onset within 3 days, and muscle strength of the affected upper limb less than grade III without obvious sensory disturbance and speech disorder were enrolled. Patients’ functional recovery, as evaluated by Fugl-Meyer assessment (FMA) scale and blood oxygenation level dependent functional magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD-fMRI), was recorded and compared after two weeks’ interventions. Results: FMA scale and BOLD-fMRI showed statistically significant improvements after intervention rehabilitations in both groups. This improvement was more prominent in the experimental group. Conclusions: A novel therapy which combined scalp cluster acupuncture and CIMT could significantly improve functional recovery in patients with acute ischemic stroke.
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Introduction

Global burden of stroke has increased significantly in the past two decades [1]. Functional disability caused by stroke has become a major social, medical, and economic concern [2]. Rehabilitation after an acute stroke has shown to improve patients’ functionalities and enhance their quality of life. Research on rehabilitation interventions to maximize the functional recovery is always an important part in stroke study.

Different therapeutic interventions have been proposed for stroke rehabilitation and recovery. Constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT), by increasing the use of the affected upper extremity, has been shown to improve motor outcomes after stroke [3]. Acupuncture, as an alternative and complementary therapy for stroke patients, has also been shown to facilitate stroke recovery [4, 5]. Compared to body acupuncture, scalp cluster acupuncture could enhance cerebral blood reperfusion and improve aphasia [6]. Stroke rehabilitation usually requires a multidisciplinary care which combing different therapeutic interventions [7]. The effect of combination therapy with acupuncture and CIMT was rarely reported.

In the current manuscript, we reported our pilot exploratory study to investigate functional recovery in acute ischemic stroke patients undergoing a novel therapy which combined CIMT and scalp cluster acupuncture. We compared its effects with conventional body acu-
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puncture and rehabilitation therapy. Our results would lay the foundation for a future multi-center study to investigate the long term effects of this novel combination therapy, with the ultimate goal to improve the care for stroke patient.

Materials and methods

Study design

Current study was a prospective randomized clinical trial which was conducted between May and December 2013 in an urban hospital in China. The study protocol was approved by the hospital ethics committee. All study participants signed informed consent.

The inclusion criteria were: 1) first attack of unilateral cerebral infarction in internal carotid artery system confirmed by diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging without lesions in contralateral somatosensory motor cortex area; 2) within 3 days of disease onset; 3) muscle strength of the affected upper limb was less than grade III without obvious sensory disturbance and speech disorder; 4) consciousness, cooperative, and without obvious joint or mirror movement; 5) right-handed, and not engaged in the music playing or keyboard typing before. Exclusion criteria were: 1), rapid progression of stroke symptoms; 2), hemorrhage change or new lesions in brain imaging during study period; 3), treatment involves intracranial intravascular stent placement.

Study protocol

Patients were approached and screened according to above mentioned selection criteria. Eligible patients were randomized into two study groups, experimental group and control group.

Patients in the experimental group received CIMT and scalp cluster acupuncture as soon as possible once they were enrolled into the study. Methods for CIMT and scalp cluster acupuncture were described before [6, 8]. Scalp cluster acupuncture was performed at parietal and anterior parietal regions according to the Yu’s areal division, and 3-5 needles were used for each region. Needles were inserted into 3 cm-5 cm under the epicranial aponeurosis and then twisted one minute at a speed of 200 times/min. The needles were twisted 2-3 times and retained for about 6 hours. CIMT was performed for 5-6 hours daily and 6 days a week. Immobilization of the non-paretic upper limb was ensured by fixating the arm to the side of the body with a sling and a splint. The paretic upper limb received directional behavior training according to different degree of functional damage, and the training was set to just more than patient’s capacity. The difficulty of training increased according to patients’ recovery after intensive training. The treatment lasted for two weeks.

Patients in the control group received traditional rehabilitative treatment and body acupuncture after they were enrolled in the study [9, 10]. The treatment lasted for two weeks. Body acupuncture performed once a day at contralateral Jianliao (SJ 14), Quchi (LI 11), Shousanli (LI 10), Waiguan (SJ 5), Hegu (LI 4), Laogong (P 8), Zhongzhu (SJ 30), Biguan (ST 31), Futu (ST 32), Liangqiu (ST 34), Zusanli (ST 36), Yanglingquan (GB 34), Sanyinjiao (Sp 6), Taixi (K 3), Jiexi (ST 41), and Taichong (Liv 3). Needles were inserted into the skin and manipulated until a de-qi sensation was obtained, and then was retained for 30 min. Rehabilitative treatment included a combination of muscle tonus decompression, strength enhancement and balance training, and was performed once or twice a day, no less than 20 min one time.

Outcome measurements

The primary outcome was the upper extremity motor functions as evaluated with the Fugl-Meyer assessment (FMA) scale. The secondary outcome was brain activity and blood flow as detected by blood oxygenation level dependent functional magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD-fMRI). Both outcomes were measurements before and after rehabilitation interventions.

For BOLD-fMRI, the experiments were arranged in block design. Dummy scan was carried out before the experiment. After 24 seconds of rest, patients received a block of passive digital opposition in the paralytic hand with a frequency of 1 Hz (once per sec) for 20 second, and then a rest block for 20 second. This procedure was repeated 6 times, and the whole experiment lasted for about 264 second. Patients were asked to keep the eyes closed and maintain consciousness with the body as relax as possible during the study. All MRI data were acquired on a 3.0T MR scanner, Structural
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Images were obtained using a T1-weighted 3D gradient echo sequence (3D BRAVO, TR 8.2 ms, TE 3.2 ms, slice thickness 1.2 mm, 132 axial slices without gap, FOV 240 mm×240 mm, in-plane matrix 256×256). BOLD-fMRI data was acquired using a GE-EPI sequence (TR 2000 ms, TE 35 ms, slice thickness 4 mm, 36 axial slices without gap, FOV 240 mm×240 mm, in-plane matrix 64×64). The fMRI data were analyzed with Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) software (SPM5, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).

In order to identify the region of interest in BOLD-fMRI, fifteen healthy adult volunteers were chosen to perform the same passive digital opposition. Their activated brain areas were recorded and compared to stroke patients. Altogether, bilateral CER, PMA, SMA, PPC, and PCC were evaluated in both stroke patients and healthy volunteers. It was found that contralateral SMC (sensorimotor cortex) had the most pronounced activation after passive digital opposition in both healthy volunteers and stroke patients, which was consistent with the previous studies [11, 12]. Thus, the contralateral SMC was used as the region of interest in the current BOLD-fMRI study.

Statistical analysis

Data were presented as mean ± standard deviation or median, interquartile range. Either student t-test or Mann-Whitney-U test was used to compare the outcome measurements before and after treatment, as well as between two study groups. SPSS 16.0 was used and P < 0.05 was considered statistically significantly different.

Results

Altogether, 30 patients were enrolled into the study, with 15 of them in each study group. The CONSORT diagram is shown in Figure 1. No patients dropped out the study. Their baseline characteristics were listed in Table 1. There were no statistically significant differences between two groups.

Before treatment interventions, there was no statistically significant difference between FMA scales and BOLD-fMRI activated volume and intensity in contralateral SMC between experimental and control groups. After two weeks’ intervention, both experimental group and control group had statistically significant improved FMA scales and BOLD-fMRI results. The improvement of FMA scale and BOLD-fMRI activated volume and intensity was statistically more prominent in the experimental group when compared to the control group, as is shown in Figure 2. Patients with more significant improvement in FMA scales had more improved SMC activated volume and intensity.

Discussion

FMA scale was commonly used to evaluate motor recovery after stroke. BOLD-fMRI detects brain blood flow which correlates with brain activities. It was also used to access the effects of rehabilitation after stroke. We selected SMC as the region of interest in the current study, since SMC showed most pronounced activation after passive digital opposition in both healthy volunteers and stroke patients. We have observed motor improvement in both FMA scales and SMC activities by BOLD-fMRI in both groups of patients after two weeks’ rehabilitations. Patients with more significant improvement in FMA scales had more improved activities in SMC activities. Patients received the novel combination rehabilitation interventions, which...
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The novel rehabilitation interventions combined CIMT with scalp cluster acupuncture. CIMT, which enforces rehabilitative training in the paretic limb by restraining the non-paretic limb, has been shown to improve motor function in patients with stroke. It has been used widely and its effects were significantly better than traditional rehabilitation methods. It has been reported that acupuncture could reduce platelet aggregation and viscosity of erythrocyte, as well as promote the repair and regeneration of blood vessels to increase cerebral blood flow [13, 14]. Compared to body acupuncture, scalp acupuncture could activate

combined CIMT and scalp cluster acupuncture, had better improvements compared to patients received traditional treatments.

The novel rehabilitation interventions combined CIMT with scalp cluster acupuncture. CIMT, which enforces rehabilitative training in the paretic limb by restraining the non-paretic limb, has been shown to improve motor function in patients with stroke. It has been used widely and its effects were significantly better than traditional rehabilitation methods. It has been reported that acupuncture could reduce platelet aggregation and viscosity of erythrocyte, as well as promote the repair and regeneration of blood vessels to increase cerebral blood flow [13, 14]. Compared to body acupuncture, scalp acupuncture could activate

Table 1. Baseline characteristics between two groups†

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, mean ± SD</td>
<td>53.9±11.1</td>
<td>54.2±12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from symptom onsets to rehabilitation, day, mean ± SD</td>
<td>1.7±0.6</td>
<td>2.1±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fugl-Meyer assessment (FMA) scale</td>
<td>11.0±9.3</td>
<td>15.6±10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLD-fMRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activated volume</td>
<td>141.3±104.6</td>
<td>145.6±85.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum activated intensity</td>
<td>2.57±1.74</td>
<td>2.32±1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† No statistically significant differences between two groups.

Figure 2. Significant improvements in FMA (Fugl-Meyer assessment) scale (A), and BOLD-fMRI activated volume (B) and maximum activated intensity (C) in both experimental group and control group. Experimental group showed more prominent improvements.
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Somatosensory association cortex, postcentral gyrus, and parietal lobe more significantly [15]. Scalp acupuncture can also facilitate the activation of neural stem cells in the subependymal area, and promote the proliferation, migration, and the replacement of the missing neurons [16]. Animal studies also showed that scalp acupuncture could alleviate the damages from the reperfusion after cerebral ischemia by lowering Caspase-3 expression, reducing neuron apoptosis, and decreasing matrix metalloproteinases-9 synthesis and secretion [17, 18]. It is hypothesized that scalp cluster acupuncture can make acupoints on the top of the head to form a three-dimensional needle field, and with strong needle sensation exerted on these acupoints, to release the disturbance of hemodynamics in the acute phase of cerebral infarction, promote the opening of the collateral circulation, thus restore blood flow to ischemic penumbra [19].

Previous studies have shown significant differences in brain functions and SMC activation between left and right handedness [20, 21]. In the current pilot study, we only tested right-handed patients in order to avoid the effects of the differences caused by handedness on the experimental results [22]. By comparing to healthy volunteer, we found that contralateral SMC had the most pronounced activation after passive digital opposition. We selected contralateral SMC as our region of interest in the current BOLD-fMRI study. In the future study, whether the novel rehabilitation improves motor function in left handed stroke patients and whether there is difference between right and left handed patients need to be investigated.

Limitations of the current study included single center research, small sample size, and short interventional period. In this pilot study, we studied compare the effects of combination therapy with traditional therapy, but not with these two therapies individually. In the future multi-center study, we will enroll large number of patients to see if the combination therapy is better than individual therapy.

In conclusion, our current pilot study has shown that a novel rehabilitation intervention which combined CIMT and scalp cluster acupuncture could significantly improve functional recovery in patients with acute ischemic stroke. Future multi-center study is warranted.
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